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ABSTRACT 
A Virtual Sculpture Based Morphable Face Model. (May 2007) 
Jessica Lauren Riewe, B.S., Texas A&M University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Frederic Parke 
 
Exemplar virtual three-dimensional sculptures collected from sixteen artists are used to develop a multi-
dimensional space to describe facial shape, which is then used as a mechanism for modeling new faces.  This 
is accomplished through identifying and varying derived principal components of the multi-dimensional 
space.  The relationships between these principal components and their effects on new faces are explored 
through the creation of new virtual faces using a graphical user interface.  These new virtual face sculptures are 
then modified by facial feature, gender, and expression using a feature-based transformation interface based on 
difference vectors.  Finally, animations are created to illustrate the results of these approaches.  Facial mesh 
transformations based on principal components does not give direct predictable control for modifying specific 
facial features.  However, it does provide interesting design choices for artists, and general patterns of the data 
variance were obtained.  The feature-based transformations were successful in further modifying created faces. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Representation of human faces and their expressions is a formidable challenge because of our familiarity with 
faces.  Yet, artists have striven to represent faces in all media over thousands of years.  Interest and work in 
the field of computer-based three-dimensional facial representation and animation has spanned more than thirty 
years.  In my work, exemplar virtual three-dimensional sculptures are used to develop a multi-dimensional 
space to describe facial shape.  This space is then used as a mechanism for representing new faces.  
 
What we recognize as a human face has a common set of features.  A complete feature set includes the facial 
surface mask, facial feature details, and hair.  A complete model will also have a back to the head, and a neck 
[Parke and Waters 1996].  The facial mask describes the front skin surface of the face and neck.  Without 
details, the facial mask alone is not a very realistic representation of the face.  Facial feature details include the 
eyes, lips, teeth, tongue, ears, and any asymmetries.  Eye motion and pupil dilation are expected for 
successful facial animation.  Lips and their resulting mouth postures are a major component of expression and 
speech.  The tongue is required for representing and animating speech postures.  Ears are very individual and 
needed for representing a specific person.  And, while we tend to model faces with left to right symmetry, real 
faces will have asymmetries that occur in both conformations and expressions [Parke and Waters 1996].  
Expression representation is an important aspect of faces.  We recognize facial expressions that convey basic 
human emotion.  The universal emotions are joy, sorrow, fear, surprise, disgust, and anger [Ekman 1989].  
 
Most prior research has focused on real faces and real expressions.  However, there are many applications that 
do not require 'real' faces.  The gaming industry applies prior research to human and non-human faces alike, 
while animation and other art make use of caricature and virtual sculpture.  Caricatures distort or exaggerated 
the most recognizable features of an individual's face to separate them from the average or 'normal' face.   
 
My work presented here will focus on using artist created 3D faces, or virtual facial sculptures, as the basis 
for modeling faces. This research focuses only on the surface shape of the facial mask. 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________ 
This thesis follows the style of  ACM Transactions on Graphics. 
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CHAPTER II 
PRIOR WORK 
 
The development of geometric and surface shading descriptions and procedures for representing faces is known 
as facial modeling [Parke 1991].  The first computer-based three-dimensional character facial animation was 
generated by Parke at the University of Utah in the early seventies.  By 1974, he had completed the first 
three-dimensional facial model that was parameterized (described in terms of a set of parameters) [Parke 1974].  
Control parameter interpolation allowed manipulation of the model by an animator.  Early parameter sets 
were primitive and developed with little attention to detailed facial anatomy, but they allowed a wide range of 
expressions for a wide range of facial conformations [Parke 1991].  A physically-based muscle-controlled facial 
model was introduced by Platt in the early eighties.  It described facial expression through basic muscle 
actions modeled as springy meshes [Platt and Badler 1981].  In 1987, Waters combined ideas from these 
prior approaches with a new muscle-controlled facial expression model.  This model used parameters to 
control underlying modeled musculature to enable more complex and realistic facial expression [Waters 
1987].  
 
So how do we capture the likeness of a known individual or even understand correct facial feature placement 
in virtual models?  There are several sources of facial surface data; interactive sculpturing, assembly from 
components, creating new faces from existing faces, and three-dimensional surface measuring techniques.  
Measuring techniques include digitizing real surfaces by measuring the location of marked surface points on 
the surface to be measured, laser scanning of sculptures or real faces, and photogrammetric techniques 
(photographically capturing poses from several viewpoints) [Parke 1991].  Assembling faces from basic shapes 
like spheres, cones or cylinders can be useful for very simple characters.  If we start with data for several 
polygonally modeled faces, we can use interpolation to create new faces by varying vertex positions between 
their various values from face to face [Parke 1972].  Finally, three-dimensional modeling programs with 
graphical user interfaces allow artists to create and manipulate surface geometry to create virtual face 
sculptures. 
 
The work of Blanz and Vetter of the Max-Planck-Institute fur biologische Kybernetik in Tubinger, Germany 
is the primary motivation for my work.  Following on early work by [Parke 1991], they began their work 
through the study of multi-dimensional interpolated facial spaces.  Using linear combinations of a large 
number of face data sets, they defined multi-dimensional vector spaces to describe real faces.  These data sets 
were obtained using a Cyberware laser scanner.  These scans provided three dimensional facial surface data in 
a cylindrical coordinate system. 
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Their goal then was to derive a parametric description of all plausible faces by "exploiting the statistics of the 
data set." [Blanz and Vetter 2000]  With this description, they were able to vary faces according to parameters 
associated with age, weight, sex, and features such as "hooked" noses.  Their end goal was to represent "any 
face as a linear combination of a limited basis set of face prototypes." [Blanz and Vetter 2000]  While their 
work focused on real faces, my work is focused on artistically created virtual face sculptures. 
 
Principal component analysis, or PCA, of the data set is the primary tool that Blanz and Vetter used to define 
their facial parameters.  Principal component analysis is a method of identifying patterns in data, and 
grouping this data in a way that identifies their similarities and differences [Hill and Lewicki 2006].  It is 
useful for analyzing data sets with high dimensionality that cannot be easily represented graphically.  PCA 
begins by subtracting the mean value from each of the data dimensions.  This produces a data set whose mean 
is zero.  Next a covariance matrix is computed.  Normally covariance is calculated between two dimensions, 
but a covariance matrix of all possible covariance values between all dimensions in the data set can be found 
as well.  The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this covariance matrix are used as the basis for analysis.  PCA 
determines a linear transformation that transforms a data set to a new coordinate system such that the greatest 
variance of the data lies along the first coordinate axis (known as the first principal component), the second 
greatest variance lies on the second coordinate axis, and so on. PCA can be used to reduce the dimensionality 
of a data set by only keeping the most significant principal components and ignoring less important ones.  
Keeping only the most significant components means retaining those characteristics of the data set that 
contribute most to its variance. These components contain the most significant variation aspects of the data.   
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CHAPTER III 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
There were several goals and objectives for this work.  They are listed in the order in which in which they 
were addressed.  These goals and objectives were to: 
1. Develop a multi-dimensional vector space for describing faces starting from a set of exemplar three                                 
dimensional virtual face sculptures.  
2. Identify and select the principal components of the exemplar data.  
3. Reduce the dimensionality of the data by only retaining the most significant components. The 
significance of the components are determined by their corresponding eigenvalues.  
4. Create a user interface for varying these components and graphically presenting the new faces created.  
This interface allows interactive manipulation of the principal component coefficients.  The interface 
also enables the creation of animations showing the creation of new faces over time.  
5. Explore how varying these principal components affect expression and facial features.  
6. Create new faces based solely on the reduced dimension face space.  This is done by varying only 
the retained components.   
7. Extend the user interface to allow manipulation of characteristics such as gender, expression, and 
facial features.  The basis for this control is difference vectors rather than principal components.  
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CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The approach is to develop and implement a prototype facial model based on analyzing data from artist 
created virtual facial sculptures.  The facial sculptures are three dimensional surfaces created as versions of a 
conformable polygon mesh.  This mesh was modified by 16 artists using standard interactive computer based 
three-dimensional surface sculpting tools.  The artists were volunteers from the Texas A&M Visualization 
Sciences master's program.  The initial provided mesh was a low polygon count surface (less than 1500 
vertices) with head and facial features already generically modeled (Fig. 1).  The artists were able to vary the 
positions of the vertices on this mesh, but were not be able to delete or add any edges, vertices, or polygons 
to the mesh.  The mesh surface remained in its original three dimensional position and orientation.  These 
restrictions allowed the face data to be represented as matrices with one to one vertex correspondence.   Since 
the vertex topology and general facial features remained the same as the original mesh, all data gathered from 
various artists could be compared.   
 
Each artist was asked to create a unique facial sculpture from this mesh in a neutral expression pose.  The 
artists were then asked to create several versions of their face in different expression poses.  They chose which 
expressions they would represent from the six universal emotions; fear, anger, surprise, joy, sorrow, and 
disgust. Each artist’s work was captured and exported as appropriate data files.  The data was exported in the 
OBJ file format that could then be read into selected existing analysis software with minimal manipulation.  
PCA was then used to identify the principal components of this data.    
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Figure1: The generic face mesh used. 
 
Part of methodology included selecting analysis software best suited to the purpose and desired output for this 
research. Examples of known statistical packages that were applicable included Matlab, Scilab, and Praat 
which all include some form of PCA. I chose Matlab for my work.  The statistical software was used to 
perform principal component analysis on the collected face data sets.  A testing phase using a much simpler 
data set than the facial surface data was done to test the software and verify the technique before proceeding 
with the exemplar faces.  This test data set was comprised of 13 mushroom shapes that I created from a 
generic mushroom mesh.  The mushroom shapes contained fewer than ten percent of  the number of vertices 
as the face sculptures.  This made verifying the analysis process faster and simpler.  
 
This research included developing interactive control of the derived principal components and graphically 
presenting their affects on the average faces.   This was done by augmenting a pre-existing 3D modeling 
program with scripts, a series of commands, written in the program’s native language.  These scripts used the 
results calculated in the statistical software to modify and display the created faces.  This user interface 
enabled the interactive creation of new face sculptures as well as animations showing linear interpolations 
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between these created faces results over time.    
 
A method for further modifying these newly created faces based on characteristics such as gender, facial feature 
and expression was explored through a second graphical user interface.  This was done by modifying a created 
face along difference vectors associated with a specific characteristics.  A difference vector is the vertex by 
vertex difference between two face data sets.   In this work, a difference vector is between a weighted average of 
faces identified as having a specific characteristic, and the average face of the entire data set.  Changing a face 
along a difference vector controlled the amount of influence the weighted characteristic had on the face.  
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CHAPTER V 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Exemplar Data Collection 
 
First a polygonal mesh was created that formed a generic face.  The goal was to create a generic facial mesh 
that would not influence the artist, such as by establishing gender or age or body weight.  Another 
consideration was the density of the mesh.  Although a larger number of vertices would allow more artistic 
freedom as well as the ability to create more detailed faces, a high density mesh would increase the 
complexity of the sculpting process and require greater computation time during statistical analysis and 
during use of a graphical user interface.  The mesh used began as a mesh created by fellow graduate student 
Andy Smith based on a 3D scan of fellow graduate student Dave Morris' face (Fig. 2).  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Mesh based on 3D scan of real face. 
 
The topology of this mesh was altered by modifying unnecessarily dense areas.  The mesh was then reshaped 
into a more generic face.  Several versions of this generic mesh were created before arriving at the one finally 
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used (Fig. 3).  These versions vary slightly in their vertex count and triangulation of detailed areas like the 
corners of the mouth, eyes, and edge of the nose.  The goal was to provide enough detail for the artists to 
work with while keeping the density of the mesh below 1500 vertices.   
 
A digital copy of this mesh was distributed to each of the volunteer artists along with a copyright waiver in 
accordance to my Institutional Review Board approved protocol.  After two months, a set of faces from each 
artists had been received.  Each set consisted of the modified mesh in a neutral facial expression (Fig. 4) as 
well as three other expressions of the artist's choosing from the six universal emotions; fear, anger, surprise, 
joy, sorrow, and disgust.  Figures 5 - 10 show the faces grouped by expression as identified by the artists.  In 
these figures, the faces are all at the same scale.  All of these sets together comprise the full data set of created 
exemplar faces (Fig.11). 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Stages of creating the original polygonal face mesh. 
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Figure 4: Neutral expressions in the face set. 
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Figure 5: Fear expressions in the face set. 
 
 
Figure 6: Anger expressions in the face set.
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Figure 7: Surprise expressions in the face set. 
 
 
Figure 8: Joy expressions in the face set. 
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Figure 9: Sorrow expressions in the face set. 
 
 
Figure 10: Disgust expressions in the face set.
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Figure 11: Entire face data set.
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Testing Approach 
 
Before working with the collected face data set, a testing phase with a much smaller data set was completed.  
The goal was to work through the analysis process with a test data set so that the process could be verified 
and problems could be resolved while working with fewer samples and a smaller number of vertices.  For this 
a test mesh was needed which had enough vertices to define an appropriate 3D form, but which was simple 
enough to perform calculations on by hand if necessary for debugging and verification purposes.  A basic 
mushroom shape was selected because it could be formed with fewer than 100 vertices and had a definite 
vertical orientation (Fig. 12).  I then created 13 additional mushroom variations.  These shapes varied in size, 
symmetry, and proportion.  The test data set was formed of these 13 mushrooms shapes (Fig. 13). 
 
 
Figure 12: Original polygonal test mesh. 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Entire test data set. 
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Test Data Preparation 
 
Each mushroom mesh was exported as a text-based OBJ file from the 3D modeling software (Alias Maya) 
where they had been created.  The OBJ format contains the vertex positions for an object in a sequence of  x, 
y, and z coordinates, as well as corresponding texture and polygon vertex ordering information.  An OBJ file 
saves the vertex coordinate information in vertex number order.  The data is exported in the same order for 
each mushroom variation.  This was key to my approach, as one-to-one vertex correspondence was needed 
between the different objects in the data set.  Once exported each OBJ file had to be stripped of all non-
numerical information such as alphabetical characters used as labels, as well as all the texture and polygon 
vertex ordering data.  This stripped data was retained for later use.  These stripped files were then used as 
input to the statistical software. 
 
The position values of each vertex of every object in the data set needed to be stored such that the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix could be calculated.  Using a matrix, the vertex position values for 
the objects could be stored in columns, ordered by vertex number.  In each column the x coordinates are 
followed by the y coordinates, and then the z coordinates.  Each column represents an individual test object.  
In the case of the mushroom test data set, the matrix had 294 rows and 13 columns.  (96 vertex positions, 
three rows each with an x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis coordinate, for each of 13 mushroom shapes.)  Fig. 14 
shows a small portion of this matrix.  Even a mesh with fewer than 100 vertices requires a substantial matrix.  
The actual face data set was contained in a matrix with 4413 rows and 64 columns.    
 
Data Analysis 
 
The Mathworks' software Matlab was chosen as the statistical tool to be used because of its availability and 
built-in principal component analysis functions.  The data in the mushroom shape files were used to form a 
matrix containing the entire test data set vertices.  There were two main analysis objectives; to calculate an 
average mushroom mesh from the 13 created mushroom meshes, and to perform principal component 
analysis.  The first objective was met by finding the average coordinates for each vertex of the mesh.  The 
second objective required principal component analysis on the test data set matrix.  The statistical software 
calculated the eigenvectors (as a matrix) and the corresponding eigenvalues of the data (Fig. 15).  The 
eigenvector whose eigenvalue is the largest is the first principal component.  Other principal components are 
ranked based on their eigenvalues.   
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Figure 14: Screen capture of a portion of the test data set matrix. 
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Figure 15: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the first test data set. 
 
For viewing, the average vertex positions were exported as a text file.  This data was used to reconstruct a 
valid OBJ file.  All the meshes have identical polygon ordering (texturing information was not used) so the 
polygon ordering data from any of the original created mushroom mesh OBJ files could be used.  This new 
OBJ file could be viewed using existing 3D software such as Alias Maya.  The average mushroom shape 
could then be compared to the original mushroom mesh and to the created mushrooms (Fig. 16).   Because 
this average mushroom appeared perfectly symmetrical, the test process was repeated with some new created 
mushroom shapes that had more extreme forms; greater asymmetry, size difference, and inverted proportions 
such as bases larger than their tops.  The average mushroom from this second data set reflected these changes 
(Fig. 17).  
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Figure 16: Comparing the original and average test meshes for the first test set. 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Average mesh from the second test data set. 
 
Calculating the principal components of the test data set allowed creating new mushroom shapes in the PCA-
based shape space.  A multi-dimensional vector space for describing mushrooms was created.  This space was 
such that the greatest variance by any projection of the mushroom data in the Cartesian coordinate system lay 
along the first coordinate of the new space.  The second greatest variance of the data set lay on the second 
coordinate, and so forth.  These coordinates are also known as the principal components, or eigenvectors, of 
the data set.  The dimensionality of the new vector space can be reduced by keeping only the most significant 
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principal components in the coordinate system and deleting less significant components.  The retained 
principal components correspond to the most significant variation of the data set while the deleted 
components correspond to less significant variation.  The significance of the components are determined by 
their eigenvalues.  These eigenvalues correspond to the amount of variance of the data along the 
corresponding  eigenvector.  The largest eigenvalue corresponds to the eigenvector known as the first 
principal component.  The number of non-zero eigenvalues is equal to one less than the number of linearly 
independent vectors in the original data matrix. In this case, each data set had one fewer non-zero eigenvalues 
than there were objects (faces or mushrooms) in the set.    
 
This change of basis allowed me to create new mushroom shapes based on a reduced dimensionality space, 
retaining only the first and second principal components.  These new mushroom shapes were created by 
varying the influence of only the first two components.  For each principal component, its eigenvector, scaled 
by a coefficient, is added to the average mushroom to morph (to change form or shape of) the average 
mushroom along the corresponding principal component.  The coefficient value determines the amount of 
influence that eigenvector, or component has on the new mushroom shape. Several example created 
mushroom shapes were tested and viewed in Maya.  I then felt confidant that I could repeat this process with 
the collected face data set.   
 
Face Data Analysis 
 
All the face files had to be name coded for privacy in accordance with the Institutional Review Board 
approved protocol.  They were then exported as OBJ files and formatted for use by the statistical software.  
The mushroom test data set only required the calculation of one average mesh. However, for the face data set I 
calculated the average face from all faces in the data set (Fig. 18), as well as the average face for each of the 
expression sub-sets (Fig. 19).  The eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the entire set and for each subset were 
calculated in the same manner as with the test data set. 
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Figure 18: Views of the average facial mesh from the entire face data set. 
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Figure 19: Average facial meshes from each expression data set. 
 
Graphical User Interfaces 
 
For the test data, the newly created mushroom shapes calculated from Matlab had been formatted by hand and 
brought into 3D modeling software for viewing.  The next goal was to create a graphical user interface for 
creating new faces that would allow combining variably scaled eigenvectors, or principal components.  This 
would enable interactive exploration of the principal component based face space.  The easiest way to create 
such an interface was to take advantage of a pre-existing 3D modeling software's ability to display polygonal 
meshes and to manipulate those meshes interactively.  An interface was desired that would allow the user to 
interactively change the coefficients of the eigenvectors being added to the average face mesh and to see the 
mesh updated quickly.  The interface also needed to handle all of the desired principal components at once.  
Alias' Maya 3D modeling program was used to create the graphical interface.   Maya provides a scripting 
language, MEL, useful for developing such interfaces.   By adding interface scripts to Maya, it could be used 
to control and display the created facial meshes.  These scripts enabled me to use the results of calculations 
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performed in the statistical software to manipulate and display facial meshes.   
 
Multiple Maya scene files, which contain the needed surface geometry, were created that each showed either 
the average facial mesh for the entire face data set or one of the average facial meshes for the expression sub-
sets; joy, fear, anger, sorrow, surprise, and disgust.  This allowed the creation of separate interfaces for each of 
the sets.  These ‘average’ meshes held the vertex positions from the statistical calculations.  Because the 
scaled eigenvectors would be added to the average vertex coordinates, the average positions needed to remain 
fixed.  Once manipulated, the facial mesh would no longer hold the original vertex coordinates.  Each 
subsequent change to the eigenvector coefficient or the addition of multiple scaled eigenvectors would further 
distort the vertex positions.  To resolve this, in each Maya scene file, the interface script accessed average 
vertex position data from a hidden (non-displayed geometry data) mesh while manipulating a separate visible 
mesh.  This retained the average mesh vertex positions regardless of how the visible mesh was manipulated.   
 
The calculated eigenvalues and eigenvectors had been saved from the statistics program as text files which 
could then be accessed from the 3D modeling program.  Maya’s Embedded Language (MEL) has commands 
for accessing a specific vertex position vector by vertex number, as well as for defining new values for those 
vectors.  These commands were used in the interface scripts to add the scaled eigenvectors to the average 
facial mesh's vertex positions.  Each value in an eigenvector corresponds with a specific vertex x, y, or z 
coordinate.  In this way the interface could manipulate the mesh according to the scaled values for each 
eigenvector.  
 
To allow the user to manipulate these values, a screen window of value sliders was created.  These sliders 
could adjust values that were associated with the various principal component coefficients (Fig. 20).  Each 
time a slider was changed, the face mesh would interactively update its shape (Fig. 21-22).  These sliders 
could be used individually, or together to create new faces (Fig. 23). The slider values of zero in Figure 20 
would result in the average face without any variation from the data set's principal components. 
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Figure 20: Graphical user interface sliders to control the value of component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 21: Modifying the first principal component coefficient using the user interface. 
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Figure 22: Modifying the second principal component coefficient using the user interface. 
 
 
Figure 23: Modifying multiple component coefficients using the user interface. 
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Keyable Interface 
 
The interface described above worked very well for exploring manipulation of the face mesh.  But it did not 
allow the creation of animations showing changes in facial form over time.  Animation required interpolation 
between key poses of the mesh.  The initial interface could not save poses of the mesh because Maya’s pre-
existing animation control interface could not identify the variables needed to save the pose of the mesh. An 
alternative interface was needed.  This was done by creating scene files such that the average mesh was 
associated with Maya attributes that corresponded to, and controlled the value of, each of the principal 
component coefficients.  These attributes are properties of the mesh and can be seen in the right of Figure 24.  
A new user interface was created where the sliders controlled the values of these attributes instead of directly 
altering the component coefficients.  The values of these attributes could be saved like any other keyable 
attribute, such as position or scale of an object.  With this interface animations could be created of the mesh 
morphing between sets of saved coefficient values. 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Controlling keyable attributes using the user interface. 
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Feature-based Faces 
 
I also wanted to explore a technique and associated interface that would influence a created face's form not 
through its principal components, but through specific characteristics such as expression, gender, or facial 
features.   Once a new face was created using the principal component interface it could then be further 
manipulated according to these characteristics.  This was done using difference vectors.  For each chosen 
characteristic, the average face mesh of the data set and a weighted average of all faces in the data set 
containing the specific characteristic are used.  The weighted average face is such that it contains the 
maximum variance of the selected characteristic.  A difference vector is a vector representing the difference 
between the average face mesh and a weighted face mesh.  Changing a face along the difference vector controls 
the amount of influence that characteristic has on the created face.  Using the same approach used with the 
principal components, I created a slider interface for varying the coefficient of each difference vector (Fig. 25).   
 
A weighted average was calculated of faces in the entire face data set based on the appearance of a specific 
feature.  For instance, for the joy expression, the most joyous face would be weighted as 1.0, while a face of 
lesser joy could have a weighting of 0.2.  A non-joyful expression would be weighed as zero, effectively 
leaving it out of the calculation.  Subtracting this weighted average from the average joy face produced a 
difference vector.  This vector could be used to vary the amount of joyful expression of a facial mesh (Fig. 
26).  Gender as a variable attribute was also explored (Fig. 27).   Specific facial features could be used as well.  
To manipulate the nose of the mesh, facial meshes in the data set whose nose turned upwards were weighed 
as positive.  Facial meshes whose noses were down-turned were weighed as negative.  The end result was a 
control that could turn the created face's nose more up or down (Fig. 28).          
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Figure 25: User interface extended to control specific attributes. 
 
 
Figure 26: Increasing the joy expression of a created facial mesh. 
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Figure 27: Increasing the femininity of a created facial mesh. 
 
 
Figure 28: Turning up the nose of a created facial mesh using the user interface. 
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CHAPTER VI 
   RESULTS 
 
Since the entire face data set contained many eigenvectors (63, or n-1 eigenvectors where n is the total number 
of exemplar faces), I had to choose how many components to retain (Fig. 29).  The first few eigenvalues were 
much larger than the subsequent eigenvalues, (decreasing in value by a half or a fourth).  The smaller 
eigenvalues were quite small and varied only by a few hundredths or thousandths.  I chose to reduce the entire 
face vector space to only the first fifteen eigenvectors, or principal components.  These were chosen based on 
how quickly the eigenvalues dropped towards zero.  
 
 
Figure 29: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the entire face data set. 
 
More significant principal components could be scaled by much larger values than less significant 
components without making the created face mesh unrecognizable or unusable as a 'face'.  The components 
with smaller eigenvalues are less likely to contain meaningful variance within the data set.  Largely 
influencing a face by a less significant component increases the chance that the new face will fall outside the 
range of form we find acceptable as a 'face' (Fig. 30).  Unacceptable faces would also include any meshes 
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containing overlapping or severely distorted geometry.  These meshes could not be rendered correctly by the 
software.   
 
Figure 30: Face created using a large value for the coefficient of a less significant component. 
 
Initially, this result was avoided by not allowing the coefficient value to be larger or smaller than specific 
positive or negative bounds.  These bounds were chosen based on my own observation as to which coefficient 
values for each component produced a mesh which was either unrecognizable as a face or could not be handled 
correctly by the software.  In the case of the entire face data set, the first principal component was limited to 
coefficient values between -70.0 and 100.0, while the fifteenth principal component was limited in value by 
being scaled between  -25.0 and 30.0.  This method nearly always limits the user to creating a 'safe' face.  
 
An alternate method of clamping the ranges of the coefficient values was to normalize the values based on the 
square root of the component’s eigenvalue.  Since the meaningful variation of the data associated with each 
component is assumed to fit a Gaussian distribution, the normalized coefficient values directly corresponded 
to the number of standard deviations from the mean.  For each component, a normalized coefficient range from 
-1.0 to 1.0 would correspond statistically to the majority (68.2%) of the variation associated with that 
component.  Normalized coefficient values that lie outside the -3.0 to 3.0 range produced results more than 
three standard deviations from the mean.  Almost all (99%) of the data's variation lies within three standard 
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deviations of the mean.  Normalizing the coefficient values creates a statistically meaningful range for all 
components.  
 
Observed Influence of Principal Components – Entire Face Data Set 
 
Principal component analysis is a statistical analysis that identifies general variation of a data set.  Attributes 
associated with artistic style and those associated with facial expression are mixed throughout the data set and 
are not easily separated and identified by principal component analysis.  Despite this, general properties of 
each principal component of the entire created face data set can be identified.   Although patterns could be 
identified, there was an accompanying variance in artistic style of the face that is harder to quantify.   It is 
possible to adjust the coefficient values of certain components to create a face resembling the exemplar 
sculptures by a specific artist.  
 
In the following discussion, all illustrations of the variation due to modifying a principal component 
coefficient have the face with the negatively scaled component on the left, and the face with the positively 
scaled component on the right.  The coefficient factors shown are normalized and specified in terms of 
standard deviation values.  There are figures for each principal component.  One figure shows a range of 
standard deviation chosen based on the appearance of the resulting faces.  The second figure for each principal 
component shows a range of +/- 3 standard deviations.  Illustrations show faces with uniform scale within 
each principal component set.  
 
First and Second Principal Components 
 
The first and second principal components correspond to the face data set's greatest amount of variance.  
These components were identified as directly varying the width and height of the face.  The first component 
varies the vertical asymmetry (ratio of forehead width to chin width) and overall size of the face mesh, while 
the second component varies the aspect ratio of the mesh (Fig. 31-34). 
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Figure 31: Varying the first principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 32: Varying the first principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Figure 33: Varying the second principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 34: Varying the second principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Third Principal Component 
 
The third principal component also varies the aspect ratio of the face, but the aspect ratio is changed inversely 
from varying second component coefficient (Fig. 35-36).  Both the second and third components also vary a 
specific facial feature; the mouth.  In addition to changing the overall aspect ratio of the face, it also varies 
how open or closed the mouth is. 
 
 
Figure 35: Varying the third principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 36: Varying the third principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Fourth Principal Component 
 
The fourth component corresponds to an obvious change in facial expression.  There was a variation toward 
fear in the negative direction and a variation toward disgust in the positive direction (Fig. 37-38).  There was 
an accompaniment of change in artistic style of the face as well as a drastic change in the nose from up-turned 
to hooked.   
 
 
Figure 37: Varying the fourth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 38: Varying the fourth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Fifth Principal Component 
 
Similarly, there was a variance in the joy and sorrow of the facial mesh when scaling the fifth principal 
component’s coefficient (Fig. 39-40).  There was also a change in the cheekbones that affected the entire 
mesh.  The width of the cheekbones varied the face from a more square shape to more of a diamond.   
 
 
Figure 39: Varying the fifth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 40: Varying the fifth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Sixth Principal Component 
 
The sixth component corresponds to the open and closed position of the mouth, along with another variance 
in artistic style (Fig. 41-42). 
 
 
Figure 41: Varying the sixth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 42: Varying the sixth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Seventh Principal Component 
 
The seventh principal component has the affect of expanding and compressing the facial features, both in the 
size of the features and in their protrusion from the face (Fig. 43-44). 
 
 
Figure 43: Varying the seventh principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 44: Varying the seventh principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Eighth Principal Component 
 
Varying the eighth principal component resulted in a major effect on the profile of the face (Fig. 45-46).  A 
negative coefficient value produces a concave profile of the face, while a positive coefficient produces a convex 
result.  A corresponding change in the direction of the turn of the nose is also shown.   
 
 
Figure 45: Varying the eighth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 46: Varying the eighth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Ninth Principal Component 
 
The ninth principal component shows a distinct variation between sorrow and joy, as well as the 
introduction of distinct facial wrinkles (Fig. 47-48).   
 
 
Figure 47: Varying the ninth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 48: Varying the ninth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviation.
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Tenth Principal Component 
 
The tenth principal component produces a twisting of the features (as seen within the disgust expression 
exemplar faces) for negative coefficient values, as well as opening and closing the mouth (Fig. 49-50).   
 
 
Figure 49: Varying the tenth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 50: Varying the tenth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Eleventh Principal Component 
 
The result of scaling the eleventh component combines a mixture of indications of fear and joy with a mix of 
anger and disgust expression (Fig. 51-52).  The effect of this is difficult to quantify as a specific attribute.   
 
 
Figure 51: Varying the eleventh principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 52: Varying the eleventh principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Twelfth Principal Component 
 
The twelfth principal component shows an interesting variance in the profile of the facial mesh.  Scaling the 
component negatively produces very short nose, mouth, and chin features which are very close together.  
Scaling in the positive direction elongates these features, moving them farther apart and protruding them all 
further from the rest of the face (Fig. 53-54).  
 
 
Figure 53: Varying the twelfth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 54: Varying the twelfth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Thirteenth Component 
 
Varying the thirteenth component resulted in a variation from joy to anger as well as a general squashing and 
expanding of the face (Fig. 55-56).  
 
 
Figure 55: Varying the thirteenth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 56: Varying the thirteenth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Fourteenth and Fifteenth Principal Components 
 
The fourteenth and fifteenth principal components are the least significant components used.  They correlate to 
changes in profile and are the most sensitive.  The fourteenth component varies the area and amount of 
protrusion of the forehead and chin features relative to the area and protrusion of the nose and lips (Fig. 57-
58). The fifteenth component increases and decreases the protrusion of all features of the mesh along with 
some change in expression (Fig. 59-60). 
  
 
Figure 57: Varying the fourteenth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 58: Varying the fourteenth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Figure 59: Varying the fifteenth principal component coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 60: Varying the fifteenth principal component coefficient by -/+ 3 standard deviations. 
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Observed Influence of Principal Components – Neutral Face Space 
 
The face data expression sub-sets of the entire created face data set had a smaller number of eigenvectors.  The 
vector spaces representing these sub-sets of data were defined using all their respective eigenvectors.  Figure 
61 shows the eigenvalues for the neutral expression face data sub-set.  Because the sub-sets had so few 
principal components, I chose to retain all of them. 
 
 
Figure 61: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the neutral face space. 
 
Exploration of the principal components of only the neutral expression faces excludes variation due to artist 
created expression.  However, the faces produced from this face space still sometimes appear to contain an 
expression.  This is likely due to a variation in the position of features that psychologically imply 
expression.  For instance, if a scaling a component results in corners of the mouth that are higher on the face 
while the middle of the mouth stays fixed, this could appear as a measure of joy.  Faces resulting from scaling 
the components of the neutral expression data allowed the identification of change in artistic style, although 
most components of the space did not directly correspond to a specific artist.  Scaling the first three 
components produced similar results to the exploration of the entire face data set.  The components 
corresponded with vertical asymmetry and aspect ratio, but contained no variation due to expression, and 
slightly different variation due to artistic style.  Other components showed variation of profile and facial 
feature size, proportion, and style just as they had in the entire face data set.  The biggest difference was the 
absence of  artist intended facial expression. 
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First and Second Principal Components 
 
Like the entire created face set, the first and second principal component of neutral face set corresponded to 
vertical asymmetry and aspect ratio.  For the neutral face set, a negatively scaled first component resulted in a 
large face with wider features at the top of the mesh.  A positively scaled first component created a smaller, 
narrower face with wider features at the base of the mesh (Fig. 62-63).  The correspondence of the second 
principal component was inverted from that of the entire face set.  A negatively scaled second component 
created a longer, narrower face while a positive coefficient resulted in a shorter, wider face (Fig. 64-65).  Each 
of these components affects the openness of the mouth, but not as dramatically as with the entire face data set.  
This is likely due to the absence of facial expression.  In the entire data set the surprise and fear expressions 
probably contribute heavily to the variation towards a wide open mouth.    
 
 
Figure 62: Varying the first principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 63: Varying the first principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Figure 64: Varying the second principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 65: Varying the second principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Third Principal Component 
 
Interestingly, varying the third principal component of the neutral face set resulted in nearly identical faces as 
with varying the third principal component of the entire face set.  In the case of the neutral set, the mouth 
does not open as widely when the component is scaled negatively (Fig. 66-67).  There is variation of aspect 
ratio that is similar to the results seen by varying the second component of the neutral data set. 
 
 
Figure 66: Varying the third principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 67: Varying the third principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Fourth Principal Component 
 
The fourth component varies the width of the face, the size of the forehead and chin areas, and the direction of 
the turn of the nose (either upwards toward the forehead or downwards toward the chin) (Fig. 68-69).  The 
faces created by scaling the fourth component of the neutral face set are almost the same faces created by 
scaling the fourth component of the entire face.  The neutral faces had the opposite turn of the noses as seen 
from varying the coefficient of the fourth component of the entire face set.  
 
 
Figure 68: Varying the fourth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 69: Varying the fourth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Fifth Principal Component 
 
Varying the fifth principal component affects the overall shape of the face mesh (Fig. 70-71).  A negative 
coefficient created a shorter, square, face while a positive coefficient resulted in a longer, diamond-like face.  
The vertical length of the nose was also affected.  The faces created by varying the fifth component are 
expressionless versions of the faces created by varying the fifth component of the entire face set.  
 
 
Figure 70: Varying the fifth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 71: Varying the fifth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Sixth Principal Component 
 
The sixth principal component of the neutral face set does not follow the pattern of similarity to the 
components of the entire face data set.  Here it resulted in an inverse relationship between nose and lip size.  
Negative and positive coefficients altered the direction of turn of the nose.  The face created by positively 
scaling the sixth component is more female in gender (Fig. 72-73).    
 
 
Figure 72: Varying the sixth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 73: Varying the sixth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Seventh Principal Component 
 
The seventh principal component seems to be the inverse of the sixth component but with slightly less 
pronounced features and less change of gender (Fig. 74-75).  The variation of the seventh component reflects 
different artistic styles than the variation of the sixth component. 
 
 
Figure 74: Varying the seventh principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 75: Varying the seventh principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Eighth Principal Component 
 
The eighth principal component of the neutral set corresponds to the protrusion of facial features (Fig. 76-77).  
A negative coefficient created thinner, more sunken features while a positive coefficient created a fleshier look.  
There is also a variation from a wider back of the facial mesh to a narrower one. 
 
 
Figure 76: Varying the eighth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 77: Varying the eighth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Ninth Principal Component 
 
The ninth principal component corresponds to a change of overall shape of the facial mesh (Fig. 78-79).  A 
negative coefficient resulted in a more oval shape with wider, larger facial features, while a positive coefficient 
created a square shape with thinner, smaller facial features. 
 
 
Figure 78: Varying the ninth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 79: Varying the ninth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Tenth Principal Component 
 
Varying the tenth principal component resulted in a variation of the protrusion of the facial features (Fig. 80-
81).  A negative coefficient protruded the nose and chin much further than the forehead and lips.  A positive 
coefficient protruded the lips and forehead much more than the nose and chin. A similar relationship was seen 
when varying the twelfth principal component of the entire face data set. 
 
 
Figure 80: Varying the tenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 81: Varying the tenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Eleventh Principal Component 
 
Varying the eleventh component caused a variation toward larger more pronounced facial features overall as 
well as a change in artistic style (Fig. 82-83).  It also appears to be the inverse of the eleventh principal 
component of the entire face data set minus the expressions. 
 
 
Figure 82: Varying the eleventh principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 83: Varying the eleventh principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Twelfth Principal Component 
 
The twelfth principal component corresponds to the protrusion of the lips, nose, and cheek areas (Fig. 84-85).  
The majority of facial features (nose, cheek, and inner brow) are placed higher on the face.   
 
 
Figure 84: Varying the twelfth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 85: Varying the twelfth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Thirteenth Principal Component 
 
The thirteenth component has an interesting relationship to the angle of facial features (Fig. 86-87).  A 
negative coefficient resulted in an upturned brow, nose, lips, and chin.  A positive coefficient angled all of 
these features downwards. 
 
 
Figure 86: Varying the thirteenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 87: Varying the thirteenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 
standard deviations. 
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Fourteenth and Fifteenth Principal Components 
 
Varying the fourteenth component of the neutral expression face set affects the cheek and brow areas (Fig. 88-
89).  A negative coefficient produces fatter, rounder cheeks and a high upturned brow while a positive 
coefficient creates gaunt, sunken cheekbones and a lowered brow.  This change in brow angle affects the eye 
shape, making them wider and narrower.  The fifteenth component has a similar correspondence to the cheek 
area, but also gives a variation in aspect ratio of the nose and chin (Fig. 90-91).  
 
 
Figure 88: Varying the fourteenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 89: Varying the fourteenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 
standard deviations. 
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Figure 90: Varying the fifteenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set. 
 
 
Figure 91: Varying the fifteenth principal component coefficient of the neutral face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Observed Influence of Principal Components – Sorrow Face Space 
 
Exploration of principal components of individual expression sets such as anger or sorrow did not separate 
expression from artistic style as in the neutral data.  However the expression data sets guaranteed the creation 
of new faces with specific, non-neutral, expressions.   Figure 92 shows the eigenvalues for the sorrow face 
space. 
 
 
Figure 92: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the sorrow face space. 
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First, Second, and Third Principal Components 
 
The first, second, and third principal components of the sorrow expression face set act almost identically to 
the first, second, and third components of the neutral face data set (Fig. 93-98).  The main difference is the 
presence of the sorrow expression and a smaller range of artist intended stylistic variation due to fewer artists 
represented.  
 
 
Figure 93: Varying the first principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set. 
 
 
Figure 94: Varying the first principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Figure 95: Varying the second principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set. 
 
 
Figure 96: Varying the second principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Figure 97: Varying the third principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set. 
 
 
Figure 98: Varying the third principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Fourth and Fifth Principal Components 
 
The fourth component corresponds to the protrusion of the brow, nose, lips, and chin.  A change in turn of 
the nose was also identified (Fig. 99-100).  Varying the fifth component resulted in a variation toward wide 
and open facial features, including the cheeks and chin (Fig. 101-102).  A change in height of the cheek area 
was also identified.   
 
 
Figure 99: Varying the fourth principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set. 
 
 
Figure 100: Varying the fourth principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Figure 101: Varying the fifth principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set. 
 
 
 
Figure 102: Varying the fifth principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Sixth Principal Component 
 
The sixth principal component of the sorrow expression face set corresponded to changes to the eyes and 
corners of the mouth of the facial mesh (Fig. 103-104).  Negatively scaling the sixth component created more 
upturned eyes and mouth corners.  A positive coefficient resulted in more down-turned eyes and corners of the 
mouth.  There was also a variation towards more protrusion of the facial features, including the ridge of the 
nose and area between the eyebrows. 
 
 
Figure 103: Varying the sixth principal component coefficient of the sorrow data set. 
 
 
Figure 104: Varying the sixth principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Seventh Principal Component 
 
The seventh, and final, component of the sorrow expression face set corresponded to the width of the nose and 
mouth, and the height of the inner brow (Fig.105-106).  A negative coefficient created a wider mouth, 
narrower nose, and an upturned brow, while a positive coefficient created a narrower mouth, wider nose, and a 
lowered brow line. 
 
 
Figure 105: Varying the seventh principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set. 
 
 
Figure 106: Varying the seventh principal component coefficient of the sorrow face set by -/+ 3 standard 
deviations. 
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Observed Influence of Principal Components – Other Face Spaces 
 
Manipulating the principal components for the other expression sets results in new and different created faces.  
The types of properties and corresponding variation as seen in the previous data sets were also identified in 
these expression sets as well. 
 
Anger Face Space 
 
The complete set of eigenvalues for the anger created face space is shown in Figure 107.  Figure 108 shows 
three created faces from the anger face space using combinations of these principal components.  The left face 
was created by modifying the sixth and seventh principal component coefficients, resulting in a large chin, 
upturned nose, and protruding lips.  The center face was created using only the second principal component 
and has broad nose, forehead, and chin areas.  The face on the right was created using only the fourth principal 
component.  It has a distinct triangular shape with a smaller nose and lips.  
 
 
Figure 107: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the anger face space. 
 
 
Figure 108: Faces created by varying principal component coefficients of the anger expression face set.
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Joy Face Space 
 
The complete set of eigenvalues for the joy created face space is shown in Figure 109.  Figure 110 shows 
three created faces from the joy face space.  The left face was created by modifying the seventh principal 
component coefficient, resulting in small squinting eyes and almost nonexistent lips. The center face was 
created by modifying the third and fourth principal component coefficients.  There is a great protrusion of the 
lips and nose while the forehead and chin areas recede. The face on the right was created using only the 
second principal component.  It has a broad forehead shape with a narrower chin and the nose is upturned. 
 
 
Figure 109: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the joy face space. 
 
 
Figure 110: Faces created by varying principal component coefficients of the joy expression face set. 
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Disgust Face Space 
The complete set of eigenvalues for the disgust created face space is shown in Figure 111.  Figure 112 
shows three faces created from different combinations of principal components.  The left face was created by 
modifying the second principal component coefficient, resulting in large bulbous features for the forehead, 
lips, and nose.  The center and right faces were created by modifying the sixth and seventh, and first and 
third principal component coefficients, respectively.  While similar in overall shape, the features of the 
right face are higher and more skewed in expression than the center face.  
 
Figure 111: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the disgust face space. 
 
 
Figure 112: Faces created by varying principal component coefficients of the disgust expression face set. 
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Surprise Face Space 
The complete set of eigenvalues for the surprise created face space is shown in Figure 113.  Combinations 
of these principal components were used to created the three faces shown in Figure 114.  The face on the 
left is created by modifying the first principal component coefficient.  The lengthening of the face and 
widening of the mouth is similar to effects seen in other face spaces while using the first principal 
component.  The center face is influenced by the eighth principal component.  It has very high, round 
cheeks and thin lips.  The right face was created by modifying the second and sixth principal component 
coefficients, resulting in the small nose and fuller lips.   
 
Figure 113: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the surprise face set. 
 
 
Figure 114: Faces created by varying principal component coefficients of the surprise expression face set. 
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Fear Face Space 
The complete set of eigenvalues for the fear created face space is shown in Figure 115.  (Note that the 
eigenvalues are multiples of 1000.)  Figure 116 shows three created faces from the fear face space.  The face 
on the left is influenced by the second principal component.  This component varies the length and width 
of the face.  The nose is high and down-turned.  The center face is markedly feminine, with a pointy nose 
and full lips.  It is influenced by the third principal component.  Finally, the right face was created by 
modifying the fourth principal component coefficient.  The dramatic turn of the corners of the mouth, high 
nose, and large nostrils are a result of this component.  
 
Figure 115: Screen capture of the eigenvalues for the fear face space. 
 
 
 
Figure 116: Faces created by varying principal components of the fear expression face set. 
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Overall Observations 
 
Once these observations were made it was not difficult to create new faces with certain goals in mind.  Aspect 
ratio, forehead width to chin width ratio, and expression could be controlled in a predictable manner.  Some 
more general control of other features was possible.  The size and placement of nose, lip, and cheek areas 
could be controlled, but altering them could have an unwanted affect elsewhere on the face.  Once initial 
control choices are made, adding additional scaled eigenvectors provides unique and previously unknown 
choices for refining the appearance of the newly created face.  I believe this work could be the basis for an 
interesting tool for artists.          
 
Feature-based Transformations 
 
The final objective was to create new faces based on specific characteristics such as gender, expression, and 
facial features.  The goal was to use the previous principal component interface to create a new face and then 
add variation of specific characteristics.  The nature of principal components does not allow control of these 
specific attributes in a predictable or individual manner, but using difference vectors representing variance of 
specific characteristics does.   
 
I calculated several weighted averages of the entire face data set according to various attributes.  Faces with the 
greatest presence of the attribute were scaled by 1, while faces without the attribute were scaled by 0.  For a 
weighted average based on female features, a face which appeared female was given a coefficient of 1 while an 
ambiguous face was given a coefficient of 0.5.  A male face would be weighed as 0 and therefore excluded.  A 
weighted average subtracted from the average face for the entire data set formed a difference vector.  This 
difference vector could be used to vary the amount of that attributes' influence on a created face.  Difference 
vectors were calculated for each desired specific attribute.  Scaling these vectors, in the same way the principal 
components were scaled, increased or decreased the amount of the attributes in the created face (Fig. 117 - 
118).   
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Figure 117: Created face influenced by various attributes. 
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Figure 118: Created faces with modifications to nose turn direction. 
 
This method worked, but the level of success depended on the original form of the created face being 
manipulated.  A more neutral starting face could be successfully influenced by each attribute, while a created 
face that already had an obvious expression did not take on a new expression very well (Fig. 119).  The 
results were also greatly influenced by the number of faces in the weighted data set.  Controlling the 
femaleness of a created face was not as successful as controlling the joy of a face because there were fewer 
female faces in the weighted female average than there in the joyful average.  A larger data set overall, with a 
better distribution of identifiable gender, and with every artist representing every expression, would likely 
increase the success of this method.  This would be important if you needed more predictable results starting 
with any created face.  This would also matter if you needed a greater range of variation of a specific 
characteristic without severely distorting the original created face.  
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Figure 119: Comparing the influence of several attributes on two different created meshes. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY 
 
The set of exemplar 3D face sculptures created by 16 volunteer artists enabled the development of a multi-
dimensional vector space for describing faces.  The faces included represent specific expressions (anger, fear, 
joy, surprise, disgust, and sorrow) and a sampling of artistic styles.  The entire face set was used for analysis.  
It was also broken into separate face sets by expression.  Principal components of the exemplar data were 
identified and the dimensionality of the vector spaces reduced by using only a limited number of components.  
This was done for the entire data set as well as its sub-sets.   
 
New faces were created by modifying the average face of a data set by its principal components.  These 
components were scaled by coefficient values and added to the average face of each data set.  
 
The successful creation of a graphical user interface facilitated the interactive creation and viewing of these 
faces.  The user could then interactively adjust the values of the principal component coefficients used.  This 
interface also provided the ability to create animations of these faces morphing between previously specified 
faces.  Viewing those animations enabled a better understanding of how the influence of various principal 
components changed a created face. 
 
Feature-based controls allowed the variation of specific expression, facial features, and characteristics such as 
gender.  Those controls allowed the further transformation of a face created using the principal component 
interface.  These feature-based transformations were based on the use of difference vectors, not principal 
components.  A second graphical user interface was developed for these feature-based controls.  
 
Conclusions 
 
I had thought that I would be able to predict the effects of varying certain components to obtain certain 
characteristics.  However, principal components alone could not easily control independent features and 
characteristics due to the generalized nature of the analysis.  Although I could often predict how one feature 
would be affected by a specific component coefficient variation, other features would be affected as well.  
Combining variations of multiple component coefficients further reduced the predictability of the results.  For 
example, specifying a non-zero value for the first principal component coefficient as well as a non-zero value 
for the second principal component coefficient would have a specific result.  However, this pairing would 
dramatically change the results of further variation the first principal component coefficient.  Though 
unpredictable, the exponentially large number of possible combinations of grouping multiple principal 
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components presented interesting design choices for creating new faces.  Each design choice would then 
determine future artistic choices for each created face.  The design choices available would probably be 
different if a different group of artists, and therefore a different set of exemplar faces, were used.  While the first 
few components might represent similar data variance, such as aspect ratio and size of the face, less significant 
components would likely contain different and unique data variance.       
 
Any face created could then be used as the base facial mesh for the feature-based transformation interface. It 
then was possible to overlay specific features and characteristics onto faces previously created using the 
principal components.  While fairly successful, the results from the feature-based method might be improved 
by using a larger exemplar data set with a greater range of desired characteristics such as gender or facial 
feature.  Because this method used difference vectors as a basis for transformation, the results seem more 
closely linked to the shapes within the exemplar data set.  Overall, the created graphical user interfaces, along 
with the data extracted from the artist created exemplar faces, seem to be the basis for a useful tool for artists.
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CHAPTER VIII 
FUTURE WORK  
 
One extension of this work would be to combine principal component analysis of the data set with individual 
component analysis for more direct control over facial features when creating new faces.  Independent 
component analysis (ICA) is a statistical computational technique for revealing factors that underlie sets of 
random variables or measurements by linearly extracting independent features from the data 
[HyvarinenHoyerIniki00]. This might allow separation of expressive information from artistic style.  A 
combination of PCA and ICA might be a powerful tool in understanding the control of, and uses for, a virtual 
face space.   
 
This work explored aspects of virtual faces created by a certain number of artists .  Another option would be 
to focus on a specific artist rather than many, using either method of statistical analysis. Using only various 
works from one artist might allow identification of the salient aspects of his or her unique style.  Such a study 
could use created virtual face sculptures as did this work, or could use digitized physical sculpture or pre-
existing digital models.    
 
Another possibility would be to apply these techniques to two-dimensional artistic works. New criteria for 
data gathering and measurement would have to be defined based on the characteristics of such works. Possible 
works might include digital or analog drawings, paintings, and photographs. This data could be from many 
artists for a more general study, or only one artist for more specific exploration of his or her style. 
 
These future explorations could focus on representations of faces or on more general themes.  Explorations 
could be extended to non-human or humanoid faces such as those belonging to animals or creatures of 
mythology, religion, or fiction.  Future work could focus on other recognizable aspects of a character such as 
hands, feet, or entire bodies.  In addition, non-character related studies might focus on inanimate objects or 
abstract sculptures. 
 
Finally, my work might provide the basis for developing a useful tool for artists.  Such a tool could include a 
more extensive interface, texturing abilities, or advanced animation controls for the created faces.
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